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Abstract—Photonic IC manufacturing moves towards a
generic-foundry model in technologies such as InP, SOI and
Silicon. This paper discusses an AWG module as part of a
Photonics Design Automation workflow, which provides AWG
design across technology platforms.
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PIC; Photonics Design Automation; Multi-Project Wafer

(all InP), the IMEC and LETI platforms (both SOI), and is
extensible to new platforms. It is compatible with the Photonics
Design Automation (PDA) as (partly) being developed in
the before mentioned projects. The module allows for a fast
comparison of AWG performance and size between different
technologies, and essentially offers platform transparent AWG
design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) are realized in a wide
variety of technology platforms, such as InP[1,2,3], SOI[4,5],
Silicon[6], and Triplex[7]. Over the last years there has been a
strong trend in photonic circuit development to move towards
a generic-foundry based business model[8]. Full commercial
deployment is expected in the next five years. The trend is
carried, at present, by several projects and initiatives that
develop and organize Multi-Project Wafer (MPW) runs, such
as EuroPIC[9], Paradigm[10], ePIXfab[11], and JePPIX[12].
A supply chain is established that brings an application idea
to a packaged PIC. Cost sharing and standardization in MPW
runs result in a shorter time to market and an overall much
lower threshold to access Photonic ICs.
The generic-foundry model requires a supply chain without
gaps. This includes a software design toolkit with all the building blocks (BBs) that designers need to create a functional PIC
design. Foundries, which are responsible for manufacturing,
offer a set of basic BBs on their platform to designers via the
toolkit. A significant amount of PICs, well over 50% in projects
such as EuroPIC and Paradigm, require Arrayed-Waveguide
Gratings (AWGs) for advanced features like spectral filtering
and (de)multiplexing. However, AWG BBs are not offered by
foundries. PIC design efficiency would greatly benefit from
AWG design capability across different platforms. Reuse of
AWG designs across technologies, or the simultaneous design
for multiple platforms is beneficial in, for example, 3D and
hybrid photonic integration platforms. In this paper we report
on an advanced module, released in September 2011, which
provides the desired AWG design capability. The module is
compatible with the Oclaro, HHI, and COBRA platforms
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II. D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY
Top-down PIC design starts with an application and its specifications. The designer generates a schematic circuit design
and performs circuit simulations, all based on available BBs.
The next step in the design flow translates the circuit into
a mask layout, which is exported to a foundry compatible
GDS file for fabrication of the reticle. The reticle on its turn
is used in the actual PIC fabrication. The foundry offering
a MPW run provides a set of performance-guaranteed BBs
and a corresponding design manual to designers. The BBs
are embedded in the PDA toolkit developed by Phoenix[13],
Filarete and Photon Design[14]. MPW runs all offer BBs such
as passive straight waveguides, curved waveguides, and power
splitter/combiner building blocks (BB). Depending on the technology there may also be photo-detectors, amplifiers, and/or
DBR gratings, among others. BBs are either parametrized or
static and they hide the underlying technology (foundry intellectual property). BBs have a geometry, optical and electrical
ports, and a performance specification from theory, simulation
and/or measurements. BBs have a different representation
depending on where in the design flow they are used, i.e. in
circuit simulation, layout, components simulation, or GDS
generation. The performance of these BBs is guaranteed by
the foundry as long as the design rules (DRs) are obeyed.
The AWG is a composite BB (CBB). It is contructed from
the basic set of BBs from the foundry, but it was not readily
available integrated at circuit level and layout level. The AWG
module, however, offers designers a robust way to add an
AWG into the design flow. The module shields designers from
low level design considerations and has an internal library,
which describes the parametrized material and waveguiding
properties, such as effective and group indices of refraction.
The designer creates the AWG CBB at a functional level for
a specific application and applies the CBB in the circuit level
design and mask layout as any other BB.

Figure 1. Schematic of the AWG-module design flow. The module provides
component simulation, export to circuit simulators, layout, and GDS generation. Red lines indicate foundry FAB-1 has been activated.

III. T OOLKIT F UNCTIONALITY
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the design flow around the
AWG module. When a designer activates a specific foundry,
the correct set of foundry BBs and DRs become available.
The AWG module initializes a foundry-compatible default
AWG, for both geometry and simulation set-up. The AWG
CBB has its own set of geometry DRs. The layout can be
simulated utilizing a Beam Propagation Method (BPM) from
the designkit[13]. All required optical input and output fields
and simulation settings are preset, but relevant parameters,
for example the simulation grid, can be adapted by expert
designers. The AWG layout is exported to GDS using the
underlying designkit, which performs additional DR checking at the foundry level. An S-matrix AWG representation,
having NxM ports can be exported to PDA flow compatible
circuit simulators, such as Aspic[15] (frequency domain) and
PICWave[14] (time domain, via a FIR transformation).
An example utilizing the AWG module is shown in Figure 2.
Functional specifications of the AWG are fed into the module,
which generates a layout for the selected platform. The figure
shows AWGs with high-contrast waveguides in the Oclaro and
HHI MPW-run technology, respectively, in scale. Each AWG
uses a different geometry template, as an example. Several
geometry templates are available, which are particularly useful
if an AWG has a large Free Spectral Range (FSR) or if the
platform has wider waveguides or large radii of curvature.
Simulations in the figure have been performed with a 20 degree
random phase error with a Gaussian distribution (2σ) added
to the array arms to represent fabrication tolerance. It gives
rise to the noise floor in the transmitted spectra. Measurement
feedback will provide more specific noise values over time and
more realistic comparisons between platforms. The result of
the foundry-compatible GDS export of the AWGs is shown on
the bottom of the figure. The AWG module is actively tested
in the Paradigm and EuroPIC projects on the HHI and Oclaro
platforms.

Figure 2. Example of the application-based AWG design flow showing layout,
simulation and GDS generation results in two foundries.

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The technology-transparent AWG module reported on in this
paper adds a missing key building block to the supply chain for
photonic integrated circuits across the multi-project wafer runs
that are being developed across Europe in several projects. The
kit allows novice and expert designers to design, simulate and
export AWGs designs, or to compare AWG performance and
footprint across technologies to select the best technology for
their specific application. This AWG module has been applied
in more then 20 MPW designs in two MPW runs in different
foundries since its initial release in September 2011.
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